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Early To Call A Bottom
INTRADAY SUPPORT LEVELS
S1: 47,441
S2: 46,436
S3: 45,312
INTRADAY RESISTANCE LEVELS
R1: 47,871
R2: 48,757
R3: 49,147

A high volatile session was witnessed yesterday where the index after falling 826 points (46,048 level) in
the early trade recovered sharply to hit a high of 47,715 level (841+ve) towards the session end. High
volatility shows investors anxiety which is normally seen near the market extremes, but its early to call
a bottom as minor correction / consolidation mode remains in place below 48,757 level. Inner resistance around 47,871 level is seen neutralizing immediate recovery attempt. A relapse below 46,436
level can deepen the correction towards 45,312 and 44,115 levels. Investors are advised to accumulate
Banks, Insurance, OMCs, Refineries & Utilities on such weakness as primary direction remains bullish.
Preferred investment plays include MCB, SHEL, PSO, HTL, AICL, SNGP, SSGC, STCL, SEPL, KEL &
LOTCHEM.
13-day Leaders: HASCOL, PMPK, SSGC, HCAR, INDU, PSMC, PPL, PAEL, POL & FEROZ
13-day Laggards: BOP, NCL, CJPL, FATIMA, ISL, GLAXO, JDWS, FABL, ENGRO & FFC
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